CORRIGENDA


A check of the types of exceptions to Rosser’s rule given in Table 1 revealed that $B_{164,689,301}$ is of type 3 rather than type 1. Consequently, the following corrections should be made: In Table 1, replace 164,689,301(1) by 164,689,301(3); in Table 2, last column, replace the first and the third frequencies 53 and 1 by 52 and 2, respectively. In Table 4, last line, replace the frequencies 146,878,417; 26,048,007; 341,855 and 1 by 146,878,418; 26,048,006; 341,854 and 2, respectively. The last sentence on p. 684 (starting with “Note that…” ) and the one on p. 687, lines 3 and 4 from above, should be revised in the sense that a second exception of type 3 has been found, hence a second Gram interval containing four zeros (leaving unchanged the remark on p. 684 that no type 4 exception has yet been found).
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In Table 1, line 2 from below, replace 266527881(2) by 266527881(1). On p. 762, line 4 from below, replace “second” by “third”.
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